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ABOUT REV MISTY Rev. Misty Tyme is a forgiveness expert, author, 
speaker, death doula and creator of The Forgiveness Algorithm™. Her 
mission is clear: to bring a forgiveness tool to a cynical world that is 
craving a way to let go of pain and anger. Armed with the motto that 
“forgiveness is the link between love and healing,” she believes when we 
practice forgiveness, we make room for the good life God has intended 
for each one of us. With a gift for opening hearts through her humorous 
and touching stories, Rev. Misty is known for uplifting and enlightening 
audiences across the U.S. through her talks and workshops.

Rev. Misty was ordained in 2015 after spending two years in One Spirit 
Interfaith Seminary. Previously, she had a long successful career in 
corporate health care. Rev. Misty lives in Boise, Idaho, and San Diego, 
California and is a wife and mother of six children. You can reach her at 
RevMisty.com and connect with her on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 
Plus, tune in to Rev. Misty on her Sacred Stories podcast, “The 
Forgiveness Solution.”
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“For years, people have known that forgiveness is something they need, 
know quite how to get there when something stands in the way. 
Reverend Misty Tyme has defi ned this concept in concrete terms and 
step-by-step approach to overcome their roadblocks and fi nd peace 
Whether you struggle at home or even in the workplace, these tools 
hasten the path to a happier heart.”

- Dr. Jessica Vogelsang, Best Selling Author, All Dogs go to Kevi

Rev. Misty Tyme is a forgiveness expert, interfaith 
speaker, and creator of Rev. Misty’s Forgiveness 
Her mission is clear: to bring a forgiveness 
is craving a way to let go of pain and anger
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audiences across the U.S. through her talks 
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More on RevMisty.com

ISBN: 978-1-945026-36-2

ABOUT REV. MIST

All major religions and societies agree forgiveness is a good idea. But 
taught us is how to forgive. The Forgiveness Solution gives you the 
step by step formula that brings relief from the hurt and puts you on 
the happy, healthy life that God has intended for you.

Rev. Misty teaches you how to shift your perspective and adjust your 
people and situations, so you can move past the pain of un-forg
draws upon her intensely personal experiences of facing deep sadness, 
grief with the power of forgiveness.  She meets you where you are 
through your forgiveness journey. 
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“For years, people have known that forgiveness is something they need, but few people 
know quite how to get there when something stands in the way. For the fi rst time, 
Reverend Misty Tyme has defi ned this concept in concrete terms and given people a 
step-by-step approach to overcome their roadblocks and fi nd peace in their hearts. 
Whether you struggle at home or even in the workplace, these tools can help anyone 
hasten the path to a happier heart.”

- Dr. Jessica Vogelsang, Best Selling Author, All Dogs go to Kevin

Rev. Misty Tyme is a forgiveness expert, interfaith minister, author, 
speaker, and creator of Rev. Misty’s Forgiveness Algorithm™. 
Her mission is clear: to bring a forgiveness tool to a world that 
is craving a way to let go of pain and anger. Armed with the 
motto that “forgiveness is the link between love and healing,” 
and a gift for opening hearts through her humorous and touch-
ing stories, Rev. Misty is known for uplifting and enlightening 
audiences across the U.S. through her talks and workshops.
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More on RevMisty.com

ISBN: 978-1-945026-36-2

ABOUT REV. MISTY

All major religions and societies agree forgiveness is a good idea. But what they haven’t 
taught us is how to forgive. The Forgiveness Solution gives you the how in a proven 
step by step formula that brings relief from the hurt and puts you on the road to living 
the happy, healthy life that God has intended for you.

Rev. Misty teaches you how to shift your perspective and adjust your expectations of 
people and situations, so you can move past the pain of un-forgiveness. Rev. Misty 
draws upon her intensely personal experiences of facing deep sadness, anger and 
grief with the power of forgiveness.  She meets you where you are and helps you walk 
through your forgiveness journey. 
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All major religions and societies agree forgiveness is a good idea. But what they 
haven’t taught us is how to forgive. The Forgiveness Solution gives you the how in 
a proven step by step formula that brings relief from the hurt and puts you on the 
road to living the happy, healthy life that God has intended for you. Rev. Misty 
teaches you how to shift your perspective and adjust your expectations of people 
and situations, so you can move past the pain of un-forgiveness. Rev. Misty draws 
upon her intensely personal experiences of facing deep sadness, anger and grief 
with the power of forgiveness. She meets you where you are and helps you walk 
through your forgiveness journey.
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Forgiveness is one of the most heartbreaking challenges any person can face. 
Reverend Misty has taken a nearly unsolvable issue impacting millions of lives 
and not only created a solution but a miracle-generating algorithm. Reverend 
Misty tells stories that open your heart and heal even the deepest wounds. 
Her book is packed with stories, tips, tools and a step-by-step process for 
bridging the gap between lives being ruined to lives being fully and truly lived. 
Thank you Reverend Misty for following your true calling and giving birth to 
this work of genius. The ripple of hope, healing and love you are sending out 
is vast and eternal.

revmisty.com

info@revmisty.com

facebook.com/revmisty

instagram.com/rev_misty

   Brand Hashtags

#revmisty
#mistyism
#forgivenessalgorithm
#forgivenessexpert
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For years, people have known that forgiveness is something they need, but few 
people know quite how to get there when something stands in the way. For the 
first time, Reverend Misty Tyme has defined this concept in concrete terms and 
given people a step-by-step approach to overcome their roadblocks and find 
peace in their hearts. Whether you struggle at home or even in the workplace, 
these tools can help anyone hasten the path to a happier heart.

— Dr. Jessica Vogelsang, Best Selling Author, All Dogs go to Kevin

— Cyndie Silbert, Founder of Feminine Mastery
    Author of True Calling, Awaken the Power of your True Self
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revmisty.com/blog-podcast-1
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SAMPLE BLOG, SPEAKING & INTERVIEW TOPICS
The Forgiveness Solution
Everyone says ‘let it go’ but no one tells you how

Comparative Religion
God ordered take out

Grief + Loss
The Grief Truck just showed up with packages 
and packages of grief, now what?

Death + Dying
This thing called Life

Free Will
What you mean I had a choice?

What’s your legacy?
It’s not just your DNA
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RADIO SHOWS & MAGAZINES
Rev. Misty is regularly featured on numerous radio shows, has done countless           
interviews, and is published in magazines:

CBS Radio

K-Talk

Mission: Evolution

Tell Me Your Story Radio

“The Owl” Magazine

and more...
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CONTACT

REV. MISTY Michelle Wintersteen

858.735.6735
mkwgraphics@gmail.com
mkwgraphics.com

Misty Tyme

858.776.0221
revmisty@outlook.com
revmisty.com

DESIGNER




